OPERATORS:

An operator, refers to the function that is selected within each filter line item when processing the query. Operators are present in the filter box in both the query workspace and the results section. The default operator is always set to ‘Equal’ (=). Therefore the value(s) in the new data set (results section) will be the same as those that were set for each filter line item.

In addition, there is a ‘NOT’ checkbox next to the dropdown menu, which allows for quickly switching to the opposite of the selected operator.

Field names that are being used in the filter line, will have a corresponding operator label next to their name in the table.

Below is a list of all the operators and their labels. Asterisked names are more commonly used.

- =....................... Equal*
- <>..................... Not Equal*
- <...................... Less Than
- <=.................... Less or Equal*
- >...................... Greater Than
- >=.................... Greater or Equal*
- BG ..................... Begins With
- CN ..................... Contains
- ED ..................... Ends With
- LK ..................... Like
- BT ..................... Between
- NU ..................... Is Null*

NOTE: When querying on null (blank) values, you will need to check the ‘Include Nulls’ box in order for the results to display correctly.